
Professional 
Monitor

Overview

Key Features

Available Sizes
32”, 43”, 50”, 55”

designed with the needs of Home, retail and commercial
 settings in mind. Boasting LED backlight technology, a smart 
temperature control system, and high-definition capabilities, 
these monitors are the ideal choice for businesses that demand 
quality and reliability.

High-performance and affordable options
that wont break the bank. These monitors 
offer top-of-the-line features, advanced 
display technology, and stunning visual 
graphics for ultimate viewing experience

Budget Friendly24/7 Commercial Use

Integrated speakers

L.E.D Backlight

Eco Power-Timer

Adaptable Orientation

Eco Power timer

IPS Panel

24/7 Commercial Use

This allows for reduced power usage by 
automatically powering off in hours that the 
displays are not required. You can set daily 
On/Off times for your displays. etched, 
vastly improving the optical clarity.

Superior image quality and colour depth at 
178° ultra wide viewing angle in both 
landscape and portrait orientations and with
 no blackening defect.

A commercial grade panel, with a 
lifespan in excess of 50,000 hours, 
and high quality components ensure 
that this display can be in constant 
use 24/7. 

3 Years
Warranty

IRISH
OWNED

IPS Panel
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Application

If you want to use the screen as a 
monitor you can connect devices via
 HDMI and VGA.

Connect Devices

Integrated Speakers

Smart Temperature Control

Plug & Play

The display has integrated slimline 
speakers for applications that involve 
an audio element.

This allows the screens to be in constant 
use. Internal fans ensure a long and 
reliable life for your screens, you can 
even control the temperature range for 
which the fans are active.

Plug and Play is the easiest and most 
simple way to upload content to the
 screen. Simply load images and videos 
onto a USB stick and insert in the display.      

Hospitality

Retail Commercial

1 High quality tempered glass protection

2 With professional LCD screen

3 High resolution, high contrast, high brightness 

4 With intelligent temperature control

Powerful 2x 5W high fidelity speaker

5 Easy to install

6

7 Ultra thin and ultra light design

The shell is refined from high quality 
aluminium and sheet metal.
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Specifications

32” Inch

43” Inch



Specifications

50” Inch

55” Inch


